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EXPONENT OF HOCKEY
TAKES I. C. BY STORM
Show Pts Eds New Game Should Really Be Played

Milk streets, Brooklyn Bridges, good-girls, and feisty-minded wings—the famed Miss Constantine Applebee found them all on Ithaca in attendance to greet the perwings—the famed Miss Con stance season. A fair-sized audience was considered nitwit, how many positions fully and musically by Jeanne fore?-Goalie, give that fullback the game; eleven destarched saw; she conquered all (and we had thought we could play hock-)

The point was earned on a beau-

The whistle sounded the end of the

On Wednesday evening, Novem-

The Ithaca booters left last

The Ithaca booters left last Thursday by bus for Kutztown, Pa., where they dropped a tough game to a strong Panzer eleven 3-0, Captain Dave Fisher kicked off of 19

The Ithaca booters left last Thursday by bus for Kutztown, Pa., where they dropped a tough game to a strong Panzer eleven 3-0, Captain Dave Fisher kicked off of 19 men on the trip, and they all saw action in a game that was outstanding for its rough and un-sportmanlike play. Last time out and scored in the first period on a pass play from the wing to the left inside. The point was earned on a beautiful left-footed kick which Dick Willower, the Ithaca goalie, was unable to block. The second score came in the middle of the second quarter when "Sweden" Mason scored on a penalty kick. Ithaca came back strong but in many scoring attempts was unable to surpass the Marcon and White defense.

The second period opened with Ithaca kicking off and driving deep into the territory before their effort tumbled against the zone Panzer defense. Panzer recorded and edged in another goal on a very lucky kick when the pile up of players blocked Willower and out of the play. The last quarter was a muddled go of the ball and the ball most of the time. Time out

On Wednesday, October 22, the Music Department presented its first concert of the 1942-43 season. A fair-sized audience was in attendance to greet the perwings—the famed Miss Con stance season. A fair-sized audience was considered nitwit, how many positions fully and musically by Jeanne fore?-Goalie, give that fullback the game; eleven destarched saw; she conquered all (and we had thought we could play hock-)
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The Ithaca booters left last Thursday by bus for Kutztown, Pa., where they dropped a tough game to a strong Panzer eleven 3-0, Captain Dave Fisher kicked off of 19 men on the trip, and they all saw action in a game that was outstanding for its rough and un-sportmanlike play. Last time out and scored in the first period on a pass play from the wing to the left inside. The point was earned on a beautiful left-footed kick which Dick Willower, the Ithaca goalie, was unable to block. The second score came in the middle of the second quarter when "Sweden" Mason scored on a penalty kick. Ithaca came back strong but in many scoring attempts was unable to surpass the Marcon and White defense.

The second period opened with Ithaca kicking off and driving deep into the territory before their effort tumbled against the zone Panzer defense. Panzer recorded and edged in another goal on a very lucky kick when the pile up of players blocked Willower and out of the play. The last quarter was a muddled go of the ball and the ball most of the time. Time out
UP-BEAT

By Ed Green

With the publishing of Max Beerbohm's "Symphonie Moderne," taken from "The Female Footlights," a new and exciting chapter is added to the repertoire of American composers. Little does one realize that the music for each of our present day motion pictures constitutes a complete symphony. In every large studio there is a staff of composers constantly working on musical scores for the next releases. Each of these men is required to compose what would ordinarily be a complete symphony. The time allotment, however, is small in comparison to the length of time composers have always lost and men have won."

"Candle in the Wind," Maxwell Anderson's newest play, brings another account from the European music scene to the American theatre. The play is directed by Alfred Lunt and staged by Jo Mielziner, with Helen Hayes in the leading role. The literary value of the play may not be of the highest, but Helen Hayes takes the material present and portrays her part with feeling and conviction.

"Is Green," by Jo Mielziner, with Helen Hayes and a new era in American music. The fact that its main music is quickly forgotten because the publishers printed only the very popular companions. Why not each motion picture producer work on musical scores for the next releases. Each of these men is required to compose what would ordinarily be a complete symphony. The time allotment, however, is small in comparison to the length of time composers have always lost and men have won.
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"Candle in the Wind," Maxwell Anderson's newest play, brings another account from the European music scene to the American theatre. The play is directed by Alfred Lunt and staged by Jo Mielziner, with Helen Hayes in the leading role. The literary value of the play may not be of the highest, but Helen Hayes takes the material present and portrays her part with feeling and conviction.
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First High School Play Day Sponsored by Phi Delta Pi

A long planned dream came true, with a thrilling victory over Orange, for the 1941 First High School Play Day, sponsored by Phi Delta Pi. Following an exciting battle of wits, the winning team was chosen by a panel of judges. The program was judged on the basis of creative interpretation, technical skill, and overall presentation. The audience gave a standing ovation to the performers, who were praised for their dedication and hard work. The event was a success, and the organizers look forward to planning an even more exciting event in the future.

Dean's Column

Dear Students,

Welcome to the fall semester! As we kick off the new academic year, I want to encourage everyone to embrace this opportunity for growth and discovery. Whether you're a returning student or a new face to our community, I hope you'll take advantage of the many resources available to you.

Best, [Dean's Name]
BOMBS FACE THIEL first quarter. Red Johns blanked a Kutztown kick on the Red and White 12 yard line with Huruba catching it. Both Johns and the second quarter resulted in another second quarter resulted in another touchdown when Toomey scored on a lateral.

FOOTLIGHTS and CAMERA BY VICTOR S. CURTIS (Continued from page 3) Disney is the one to give that touch with brush and paper again. This new delightful fantasy is about a little baby elephant called Dumbo. This new show seems to have the pristine freshness of "Snow White," the sparkling beauty of "Pinocchio," and the rich variety of the "More recent "Fantasia." What's more, this creature can fly. The picture runs only one hour, which is an excellent conception to children. However, there is one definite problem to be faced. At the beginning of the film, an army of storks are delivering babies to the circus animals. Modern parents, are going to find that a tough phenomenon to explain. The first official casing for Paramount's "For Whom the Bells Toll," that of Vladimir Sokoloff to play Anselma, was announced by the studio. The picture is scheduled to start next month, and official reports are that Gary Cooper and Annabella will be seen as Robert Jordan and Maria. If Cooper is borrowed from Goldwyn for the Paramount film, the Gehrig picture will be delayed until February.

Wednesday night at eight-thirty, October 29, the World Premiere for "How Green Was My Valley" was held at the Rivoli Theatre in Little Italy elephant called Dumbo. Which is the one to give that touch with brush and paper again. This new delightful fantasy is about a little baby elephant called Dumbo. This new show seems to have the pristine freshness of "Snow White," the sparkling beauty of "Pinocchio," and the rich variety of the "More recent "Fantasia." What's more, this creature can fly. The picture runs only one hour, which is an excellent conception to children. However, there is one definite problem to be faced. At the beginning of the film, an army of storks are delivering babies to the circus animals. Modern parents, are going to find that a tough phenomenon to explain. The first official casing for Paramount's "For Whom the Bells Toll," that of Vladimir Sokoloff to play Anselma, was announced by the studio. The picture is scheduled to start next month, and official reports are that Gary Cooper and Annabella will be seen as Robert Jordan and Maria. If Cooper is borrowed from Goldwyn for the Paramount film, the Gehrig picture will be delayed until February.
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Wednesday night at eight-thirty, October 29, the World Premiere for "How Green Was My Valley" was held at the Rivoli Theatre in Little Italy elephant called Dumbo. Which is the one to give that touch with brush and paper again. This new delightful fantasy is about a little baby elephant called Dumbo. This new show seems to have the pristine freshness of "Snow White," the sparkling beauty of "Pinocchio," and the rich variety of the "More recent "Fantasia." What's more, this creature can fly. The picture runs only one hour, which is an excellent conception to children. However, there is one definite problem to be faced. At the beginning of the film, an army of storks are delivering babies to the circus animals. Modern parents, are going to find that a tough phenomenon to explain. The first official casing for Paramount's "For Whom the Bells Toll," that of Vladimir Sokoloff to play Anselma, was announced by the studio. The picture is scheduled to start next month, and official reports are that Gary Cooper and Annabella will be seen as Robert Jordan and Maria. If Cooper is borrowed from Goldwyn for the Paramount film, the Gehrig picture will be delayed until February.
Play Day Success

There have been many exciting times for the Phi Mu boys during the past several weeks. The hay ride was a great success and was well attended. Following the ride refreshments were served at the house. The Hungry Five and Harry Taylor entertained the throng with various selections. The following Friday evening the Phi Mu girls all held a barn dance at Bethel grove. Approximately 55 people were in attendance. (Including Dean Powell, Mr. and Mrs. McHenry, Mr. and Mrs. Beeler). It was very amusing and probably the most unusual event held in years. Al Jamison tried to teach the crowd "Alabama left ear," and finally succeeded. Refreshments were served after the dance and music was played by the "Tarbell Jug Band."

This Friday evening, Hallowe'en, we will hold our annual Maquerade Ball in the gym. It will be one of the funnest dances of the past year because of the new costume creations by Ring, Morano and Crane. Don't forget. Friday night in the gym. Dancing from 9:00 to 12:00 with Wink and his......

Kappa Gamma Psi Smoker Tuesday Night

Freshmen Notice! The date of our big smoker is Tuesday, November 4 at eight o'clock. After much cooperation and debate the program has been tentatively set up as follows: a brass quartette, an extension solo, several social number (one an original arrangement by one of the men), a lively polka (with variations), and a violin solo. Further notices of the smoker will be found on the Kappa Gamma Psi bulletin board. Watch it! The business of the fraternity is going along smoothly. Every time we're right behind our president and we expect a good progressive year.

Sigma Alpha Iota Musical Underwear

On Sunday, October 12, we entertained the Rochester S.A.I. girls at an afternoon tea. It is stimulating to hear about other chapter's work and plans for the year. We hope to be able to do more of this during the year.

Talking about entertainments, that is what we get when the seniors come back. They are so "thirsty with teaching" and have something to say about what Johnny or Harry did the other day. It is like a pre-vee for many of us. Peggy Green, Mary MacDonald, Martha Fried, Jane Brady, and Betty Amedee, and Ruth Whitnall were with us over the past few weekends.

Much credit is due our social committee for our fine Ghost Rush party on October 14. From the wet, clammy hand that shook ours in greeting, to the fine duets a la James Gambino played the now well-known "Reve d'Enfants" for the "Hungry Five" and Harry Taylor were accompanists. The program was concluded by the piano by Barbara Henderson, who played the now well-known "Jeux d'Enfants" by Ravel. The solist (herself entirely in her music, the result being a clear, precise, and intelligently expressive performance."

Eileen Casey, Beverly Miller, and Harry Taylor were accompanists.

For a quick bite at a reasonable price Try

Our Fountain Service

Jones' 5c to $1.00 Store
208 East State St.
Open evenings

The First National Bank

You taste its quality

Experience proves that nothing takes the place of quality. You taste the quality of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Again and again you enjoy the delightful taste...and its cool, clean after-sense of complete refreshment. Thirst asks nothing but satisfaction. You taste it in every bottle covered by the American National Bank's endorsement.
Hockey Play Day
(Continued from page 1)

physical education department as time goes on. The faculty are equally as enthusiastic, and it will be likely that I. C. will soon become hostesses for a great many play days.

The credit for the idea and organization of the Hockey play day can be totally attributed to Phi Delta Pi. However, only through the cooperation of all departments could the play day have gone off as well as it did. The organization and efficiency was evident throughout the day, showing that the play day had had a tremendous amount of work put into it.

We all are looking forward to more work of this nature, if it will gain such worthy ends as did this initial play day. To increase the knowledge of good playing in any sport, to give high school teams the opportunity of seeing a professional college at work, and to have a good healthy active day of fun, are a few hopes for the future establishment of I. C. play days.

Appleby Comments
(Continued from page 1)

of the one compliment of the day, that Ithaca College displayed the brainiest and most skillful play on the fields. With that inspiration we have formulated big plans for next year. In addition to continuing our drive for the team to attend the Northeast Tournament in ‘42, we are trying to start a fund so that eleven girls may attend hockey camp for a week next September.

Yes, it could be, that we'll have a college of "All-Americans" yet.

Tomorrow a group of girls travel to Schenectady to try for the Independent Associated Club Hockey team. We have our fingers crossed, hoping that I. C. may be represented by at least two. Miss Page will select a touring team from Degen, McGraw, Bernath, Carnell, Gilbert, Nichols, Dobriabina, Banker, Stoll, Davis, Seifert, Parks, Rutherford and Bettinger. If any of these girls make the I. A. C. team, the Northeast Tournament will be their next endeavor. The

Androcles And The Lion
(Continued from page 1)

the Captain; Maxwell Toklas as Caesar; Wayne Retzlaff as the Menagerie-Keeper; James Davis as Spintho; and Bruce Flaherty as the Centurion are all playing important roles.

The play promises to be entertaining, provocative, enlightening, and amusing. It will have a run of four days: November 5, 6, 7, and 8.

competition is very stiff; most of the players are coaches with years of experience. But we have fun, we love the game—and we can dream, can't we?

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS CONTAINS

28% Less Nicotine

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling cigarettes tested—less than any of them—according to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself!

● BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands tested—slower than any of them—Cameos also give you a smoking plus equal, on the average, to

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

Camel—THE CIGARETTE
OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

THE GIRLS HAVE
STOLEN THE BOYS'
V-NECK SWEATERS

$2.98

Yes... the girls have swiped the boys' V-neck sweaters and adopted them for their own use. Choose from Rothschild's collection in pure wool and all fall colors. Sizes 32 to 40.

ROTHSCHILD'S—Women's Apparel—Second Floor
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